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QI. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most suitable verbs from the table and write them in 
the present perfect tense form:- 
 

blow break eat freeze bring draw 

pick think forget begin stand climb 

 
1. The birthday girl _______________ all the candles on the cake. 

2. ________ you _________ up my pen from the table? 

3. The boy ___________ his breakfast.    

4. The driver ______________ his identity card in the bus. 

5. My younger sister ____________________ a kite in her art book. 

6. Ajay and his friends________________ up the tree to eat ripe mangoes. 

7. The stage practice for the Annual Day programme ____________ . 

8 Usain Bolt _______________ the previous track records at the Rio Olympics. 

9. The Dal lake in Kashmir ___________________. 

10. Paloma _______________ up to answer the question. 

11. My grandparents ________________ of a name for my baby sister. 

12. Uncle _________________ sweets for the party. 

QII. Choose the most suitable verbs from the brackets and write them in the present 

perfect tense form in the blanks:- 

1. Maria ___________________ a letter in the letter-box.  (puts / put) 

2. Avinash ____________ his lunch box.  (find / found) 

3. ___________ you _________ talking on the phone?  (finishes / finished) 

4. Our team ____________ the match after a lot of efforts.  (win / won) 
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5. Look at this! I ____________ a big fish.  (catch / caught) 

6. Zakir __________ just _________ for office.  (left / leave) 

7. We _____________ her family since 2010.   (knew /known) 

8. Tell me what you ____________?  (hears / heard) 

9. Mrs Dubey  ___________ us two new lessons.  (teach / taught) 

10. The shopkeeper _____________ the grinder. (repair /repaired) 

11.  Rishabh  _______________ from the school trip an hour ago. (returns / returned) 

12. Suhavi ________________ her lesson well. (learnt / learn) 

13. She ______________ me in completing my homework. (helped / help) 

14. The children ______never _______a peacock dancing in the rain. (seen / saw)  

15. The Principal _______________ the students on their success. (congratulate / congratulated) 

 


